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Let X(t) be a one-dimensional diffusion process. We give conditions under which P{sup,,,,,,X(t) >u}- 
const. X P{X( h) > u} as u + ‘JC. 
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1. Introduction 
Let X be a diffusion generated by $~(y)~d~/13y~+6(y)~3/F)y. 
Assume that lim _,b( u) /c( u) = -a and that X has a stationary law and is started 
according to that law. Under additional technical assumptions Berman (1982b) used the 
theory of Berman ( 1982a) to prove 
P -C sup X(t)>24 1 -2h[b(u)l~~(u)]~P{X(O) >u} as z4+m. O<t<h 
Now assume that lim, + ,u - ‘b( I() = c and let X start at (a deterministic) y E W. Under 
additional technical assumptions we shall prove 
P 
{ 
sup X(t)>u 
> 
-const.XP(X(h) >u} as ~+a,. 
o<r<tl 
An important particular case is c = 0 which const. = 2. 
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2. Preliminaries 
Let {XY(t)ltaO be a time homogeneous W-valued regular diffusion process on an interval 
J with generator 1~(y)‘a2/ay2+b(y)dldy and starting at y~int(J). Here we assume that 
CT and b are continuous functions and that 3c E [ - m, 0~) s.t. J= (c, m) or J = [c, to). 
Take ./ = W, b differentiable and (T two times differentiable, and let 
g,(x) = 
x dz I - and B(x) = b&,‘(x)) 
2 
a(z) a,‘(x) 1 
-$‘(g;‘(x)) +b’(x) . 
Y 
If in addition lim sup,,, ,_.x -‘L?(x) > 0, then, by Gihman and Skorohod ( 1972, equation 
9, p. 98), X”(t) has density functionf ‘( t; . ) given by 
B(sg,(x) +g,(y) + Jt q(s)) ds I> 3 (2.1) 0 
where w(s) = W(s) - sW( 1) and W is standard Brownian motion. 
If lim,,,B(x) = vand lim,,,g,(x) =m, then (2.1) suggests that 
f”(t; x) - 
Jao 
~~cr(x)“2exp 
(2.2) 
as x + a. It is easy to give additional conditions on b and aunder which (2.2) follows from 
(2.1) (see Examples 3 and 5). However, in order to be able to apply our result to diffusions 
with JZ W, we shall in Section 3 choose to study extremes requiring that (2.2) holds. Here 
const. = 2. 
In Section 5 we study the case when lim,,, +_ 1x1 p2B(x) = 0. Now there is no natural 
analogue of (2.2), and thus we shall require J= W and derive a useful version of (2.2) 
through working with (2.1) under relevant conditions on b and u. Again we have const. = 2. 
In Section 7 we treat B(x) = c2x2 + y+ o( 1). Now const. # 2. 
3. Local extremes I 
We shall assume that 3 a (sub-) densityf “( t; . ) s.t. P(X?( t) > z} = [yf ‘(t; x) dx for z > c. 
Furtherwe require that 3 aconstant YE IR s.t., givenh>O, EE (0, 1) andyEint(.l), 32>0 
s.t. 
(l-44&5 
,&t(T(x)3/2 exp 
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<f’(t’ x) < (1+-d= 
{ 
s,w2 > 1 &&p exp - “x-- +- 
? 
for every t E (0, h] and x E [a, ~0). Further we assume that 
w(u)=(T(u)/~,(u) satisfies lim U-‘w(u) =O, 
L( - z 
given x^ > 0, 
du+-Qdu) 1 ~ 1 
o(u) 
uniformly for 1.x 1 G P as u -+ a, 
b(u) =w(u)b(u)la(~)~ satisfies lim b(u) =0, 
U’S-- 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
In Proposition below we give simple criteria for verifying (3.2)-f 3.5). In Corollary below 
we shall see that if o is continuously differentiable, then (3.2), (3.3) and (3.5) can be 
replaced with a growth condition on d. 
Theorem 1. Zf (3.1)-( 3.5) hold, rhet2 we hate 
t 3.4) 
Proof. Taking ii > 0 s.t. u -‘w(u)<I foru&$weobtain 
Henceq(u)=gg,(u)-2-+0asl*-+~.Givenz”>O(3.3) thusyields 
q(u+zw) 
4 
=lSq I a(u) dx f) a(u+xw) -+l uniformly for Izj fias ~-+m. (3.7) 
Note the short-hand notation w = w(u) and q = q( u). Further we have, given 6 > 0, by (3.1) 
and easy calculations (and since q is increasing), 
(1 -s)f”(h-qs; tr+zw) 
(1 ft?)p’(h; u) 
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a( u)“‘JX ews 
< sq 
3’2 Jh_ss 
exp - 
a(u+zw) -t 2q(LI+zw)h[h-qs] > 
.z 
X exp 
{I[ 
b(Uf~) - ;] ;YJ$} 
0 
u(u)3’yl7le~~~ 
< exp 
a(uS.zw) 3’2 Jh-ss 
Xexp{[l+$qj J~~~,]~[2b(u+xw’ 
0 0 
for z, s 2 0 and u sufficiently large, and similarly 
(l+s)f”(h-qs; u+zw) 
(I- &)f”(h; y) 
s4 
2q(u+zw)h[h-qs] 
Using (3.3)-( 3.5) it follows that, given 2, s > 0, 
f’(h-qs; u+zw) 
f ‘(h; u) 
+exp{- [k + $I} uniformlyforzE[O,z^l, 
lim ’ f”(h-9s; u+zw) 
u-a I f ?(h; u) 
dz=h[l-exp{- i}]exp{- &}, 
0 
lim lim sup 
I 
mf.YWqs; u+zw) dz=o 
I*02 u+m .f “(hi ~1 
In particular, combining (3.8)-( 3.10) we conclude that, for s >, 0, 
iD 
P{X”(h-qs) >u}=w 
I 
fY(h-qs; u+zw) dz 
0 
- hw exp f”(h;u) asu+a. 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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For Y a unit mean exponential r.v. independent of W we shall prove 
XY(h-qs-q&-u 
> . . . . X"(h-qs)>u 
W 
-% W(f,) t_hY- ;, . ..) W(t,) +hY- ( : 1 , (3.12) 
as u --) 00, for s > 0 and 0 <t, < ... <tn. To that end write g(x,, . . ., x,) for the density of 
(the r.v. on) the right-hand side of (3.12). Further note that the diffusion 
{w p’[X”c”“(qt) -u]}~,~ has generator 
i du+YwYq a2 
-Y+ 
b(u+yw)q a - =I cT(u+yw)2 a2 b(u+yw)w a 
2 
W2 dY W dY 2 
-+ 
fT(u)2 dy2 dU)2 ey. 
Herewehave,givenz^>O,by(3.3) and(3.7),asu-,m, 
b(ufzw)w 
=b(ufzw) 
4UfZWhGG 
c+(uP ~(~)~ 
-+O uniformly for (7-1 ,<z^. 
Thus, again using (3.3), the fidi’s of w _ ’ [Xutyw (qt) - u] converge weakly to those of 
W(t) +y (cf. e.g., Stroock and Varadhan, 1979, Theorem 11 .1.4). Now (3.8)) (3.11) and 
bounded convergence give, for x0, to = 0, 
p ;Q XY(h-qs-qt,) -u { -c >x W ,} 1 X”(h-qs) >u > 
cc 
-! { 
,z - 1 
p ,co W(t,r -t;) fz>x;) }iev{- [i +&]}d”. (3.13) 
X” 
Applying ( - )“c?/~x,..~~/&x” to the-right hand side of (3.13) we obtain 
which (after some calculations) can be identified with g (x,, . . . , x,) . 
Takinga>OandN>l weget,using (3.11) and(3.12), 
P{X”(h) >u} -‘p 
{ 
(J {XY(h-anq) >u} 
n=O > 
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W(ak)+hY- f <O}}exp{- -$} asu-tm. 
Observing the trivial fact that 
P sup W(c%) +Y-cik<O , 
k>l 
where B = h -‘a, we readily conclude 
l im P{Uib{XY(h-aw) >ull . P{sup,,, W(B) +Y-&<o} 
u-m P{Xy( h) > u} l-exp{-ia”} 
as N+m. In particular, (3.14) directly yields that 
lim inf PcsuP”cr<h X”(f) > u> 
U-+” P{X’(h) >y} 
supW(ak)+Y-ak<O 
k>l > 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
Using (3.1) as above it can be seen that, given h, E> 0, 3 > 0 s.t. 
f”(t--qs; x) (l+E)Jt 
f “(t; x) c (l-E)J1-qsexp 
IAh- ’ 
> 2[t-qs]t 
forx>u>i& s&t’, t<h and t-qs>O (use that (alax)x-“2e-c’ZX>0 for x<c). Since 
the first inequality holds also for s < t2 it easily follows that (given h, E> 0) 36 > 0 s.t. 
f’(t-qs; x) 
f?(t;x) f2 1-E 
*cxp{ lylh- +} 
for x > u > ti, t < h and t - qs > 0. This immediately yields that 
th/uyl 
lim limsupP{X”(h)>u}~’ C P(X”(h-anq)>u}=O. 
N--rJ; U’rn ?l=N 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
Choose a 6 > 0 and let ti = u - SW and 4 = q( 1?). Also assume that 
rh’ad P{supr~[h-a~,~+,)~,h-_uny~ X-“(t) >U, X”(h-a@) <Z.?] 
lim sup C +O 
U-” n = 0 P(Xv( h) > a] 
(3.18) 
as a JO. Under the assumption (3.18) we get, by (3.14) and (3.17), 
limsupP{X”(h)>17}-‘P sup X?(t) > 11 
u+” O<t<h > 
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-l 
N-I 
Gliminf lim lim P{X’(h)>1?}-‘P U (X”(h-anLj)>C} 
aL0 N+PL,*= Gl=” > 
+ lim sup lim sup lim supP{Xy( h) > a} - ’ P 
010 N+m U’T 
supW(ak)+Y-ak,<O 
kal 
(3.19) 
Here (3.8), (3.11) and the easy fact that w(C)-W(U) yield P{X-“(h)>i}- 
es/h P{X”(h) > u}. Sending SJ 0 hence gives that the right-hand sides of (3.15) and (3.19) 
coincide: Their common value is the same for all X’ satisfying (3.1)-( 3.5). The theorem 
thus follows from taking X?= W. 
To prove (3.18) we define Y?(t) = -X-‘(t). Then Y” has generator $a( - 
y)‘a2/~y2-b( -y)a/Jy and scale function 
s(x) = - jexp{- [sldi forxE-int(J). 
\ ? 
Hence p”(t) = s( y(t) ) is a diffusion with drift zero and 
~(z)~=u( --x)~s’(x)~=(T( -~)~exp { - r’s:} where z=s(x) 
v 
Applying Theorem 2.1 of Berman ( 1982b) (or Theorem 5.4.1 of Berman, 1992) to PZ, 
and using (3.16) with E= i, we thus obtain 
P{X?(t-$4) >u+7pv, X”‘(r-rq) &U> 
)Y[~+~v~(s-Y)~ sup [~(u+xw)~s’(u+.zw)~] 
X= LO.rll 
- Y[S( -u) --s( -u--VW)] 
II 
x P{X?( t) > u} 
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]y]h+l- - XP{XY(t)>u} forO<r<s, 77>0, 
and II sufficiently large, where the last inequality follows from (3.3)) (3.4) and (3.7). Now 
an easy analysis of the proof of Proposition 2 in Albin ( 1992) shows that, given d > 1, 3 a 
constant C > 0 s.t. 
P sup X?(s) >U, x’(t) <D <CudP{XY(t) >zz} 
SE [r-a@] > 
for a > 0, IE (0, h] and u large. (Note that, by (3.3), equation (2.36) of Albin ( 1992) 
holds.) Hence, by (3.16), the limit in (3.18) is bounded by 
lim sup lim sup 
[h’ad CudP{Xy( h -an@ > u”} 
a&O Ud” 
C 
n=o P(XY( h) > lz} 
G lim sup 4Cexp{lylhW =o q 
a~~ l-exp{-&ah-*) ’ 
Remark. Let 
A(a) slima-‘P sup [cxW(uk) +Y-uk] GO . 
aJO k>1 > 
Then A( fi) = 1 (cf. e.g., Albin, 1990)) and thus (cf. above) A( fi) = A( 1) ! One can 
realize that this is OK by, using Section 6 in Berman ( 1982b) (cf. also Imhof, 1986), 
showing that Berman’s corresponding sojourn constant 
rx 
z-‘(u) = - i P -U &v(t)+Y--f>O) dt>x 0 >I X=0 
does not depend on cr. 
Corollary. Assume that u is continuously differentiable and that 
lim g,(u) =M and lim a’(~)lg,~(u) =O. 
LA+@= u-m 
If in addition (3.1) and (3.4) hold, then (3.6) holds. 
(3.20) 
Proof. The diffusion Xd( t) = g,(XY( t) ) starts at jr= gz(y) and has 
219 
(3.21) 
Notingthatj:‘(t;x)=a(g;‘(x))f”(t;g,’(x)) wethusobtainby (3.1), 
( 1 - E) - ‘f O( r; x) > Ja(y> 
( 1 + E) -‘f “(C x) =G J2rrtcr(g,‘(x)) 
= -&exp -- 
for x>g,“(.f), so that (3.1) holds for X0. Further (3.2), (3.3) and (3.5) hold trivially for 
X0, while, by (3.4), (3.20) and (3.21), 
S(x)fT(x) = Mg,‘(x) P(g,‘(.d 1 
d(x)* @.,3x) I2 
~‘(8.3X)) -0 as x~w 
- 2&(&: ‘(xl 1 
, 
so that also (3.4) holds for X0. Thus, by Theorem 1, (3.6) holds for X0 which (in view of 
(3.20) ) is equivalent with that (3.6) holds for Xy. q 
We now give criteria for verifying (3.2)-( 3.5). To that end, given an ultimately positive 
f: J-t W (i.e., 32~1 s.t. f(x) > 0 for x>i), write f~ RO if f is regularly oscillating at 
infinity, i.e. (cf. Berman, 1982b), 
lim lim sup 
El0 U’= 
le;uPEEl If(ux)/fcu) - 1 I =O; 
writefE RV, iffis regularly varying at infinity with exponent A, i.e., 
limf(ux)/f(u)=x” forxE[l,w) ; 
u-50 
and writefe OR iffis O-regularly varying at infinity, i.e., 
O<liminff(m)/f(z4) <limsupf(ux)/f(U) <co forxE [ 1, a) . 
u-30 u+m 
Proposition. (i) Iflim,,,u-‘[ln(u)]-“2a(u) =O, rhen (3.2) holds. 
(ii) ~~CTE RO and if (3.2) holds, then (3.3) holds. 
(iii) Zfa~ORandiflim,,,u-‘b(u) =O, then (3.4) holds. 
(iv) IfflE OR and if (3.2) holds, then (3.5) holds. 
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(v) IfaE RV, for some h < 1, then (3.2), (3.3) and (3.5) hold. Further (3.4) holds 
$f lim,,,u-‘b(u) =O. 
(vi)Ifu’ERV~_,forsomehE(O,l),thena~RV,and(3.20) holds. 
Proof. (i> Given E> 0, Xi E (y, ~0) s.t. a(u) < ~ufi for u > ti. Hence (3.2) follows 
from observing that, as u + m, 
(ii) This is a trivial consequence of the definition of the class RO. 
(iii) By the Uniform Convergence Theorem for OR we have 
O<liminf inf a(uh)la(u) Glimsup sup a(uh)la(u) <m 
U’a AE[l,‘4] u+= AErl.Al 
(3.22) 
for AE ( 1, ~0) (cf. e.g., Bingham et al., 1987, p. 66). Noting that 
<2 sup 
NAu) 
AE[l.21 o(u) [ 
a(k) -’ 
*ifif a(u) I 
wethusgetlimsup,,,uw(u)la(u)2<~.Hence(3.4) holdsifb(u)lu+O. 
(iv) According to Lemma 5.2.2 of Berman ( 1992) we have 
for continuous h g E OR s.t. lim, _ _ ug( u) = cfl: Although Berman’s result is stated for f, 
g E RO and y = 0, (in view of (3.22) ) his proof applies also to J g E OR and y Z 0. NOW 
(3.22) yields g, E OR since 
a( gm) 
<1+2(&l) sup ~ 
XE[l,2] a($> [ 
a( &xu) 
--1 
inf ~ 
XE[l,2A] a($> 1 forhal 
Furtherlim,,,ug,.(u)lcT(u) =lim,,,ulw(u) =E. Defining 
1 
G(x) = ___ exp{ - ikg,,(x)2} = 
fJ(x)3’2 
.? 
and noting thatf, g E OR *fg, JfE OR we thus obtain 
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Using (3.3) and (3.7) we therefore conclude that 
H(u+zw)g,(u) 
c(u)G(u) 
_ du+zw)g,(u) 
Wu)gy(u+zw) 
as u --) 00. The fact that (3.5) holds now follows from observing that 
H(u + zw)g,(u) 
o(u)G(u) 
(v) By Karamata’s Theorem (cf. e.g., Resnick, 1987, p. 17), we have 
lim Wu = lim L u dz u 1 _ U’S a(U)* u-x u(u) u(z) -‘=1+ 
(notethato-‘ERV_,),so(3.4)ob(u)lu-,O.Now,sinceRV,~RO~OR,(3.2),(3.3) 
and (3.5) follows from (i), (ii) and (iv), respectively. 
(vi) By Karamata’s Theorem we have UE RV, and g\ E RV, ~ ,,. Since 
f~ RV, * lim x -A-“f(x) =0 and lim x-^‘“f(x) =x (3.23) 
x-I* \--cc 
for E> 0 (cf. e.g., Resnick, 1987), p. 23) it follows that (3.20) holds. 0 
4. Examples I 
We give three applications to diffusions without drift. 
Example 1. Consider Brownian motion absorbed/reflected at the origin. Then we have 
J= [O, co), b(y) =O, a(y) = 1 and subdensity/density 
f “( 1; x) = -$==[lTexp{- y}]exp{- y} forx>o, 
(cf. e.g., Karlin and Taylor, 1975, pp. 352-355). Hence (3.1) holds. Further (3.4) and 
(3.20) hold trivially. Thus Corollary yields 
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P sup XV(t) > u 
O<r<h > 
- gexp{- q} asu+a. 
Example 2. Take J= [0, a), b(y) =0 and a(y) =y ‘~P’2forsome~~(0,2).AlsoIetI,, 
p be the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order 1 /p, and define 
f “(t; x) = 2xp-3f2Y’/2 
Pt 
exp - 
{ 
Z’xBp::“)} Il,p (4xY;“i) 
for x, y, I> 0. Further let @ be the confluent hypergeometric function and MY(t) = 
l;;f“( t; x) dx. Th en equation (20), p. 197, of ErdClyi et al. ( 1954), and equation (l), p. 
264, of Erdelyi et al. ( 1953a) yield 
M”(f) = T(l+ll,~)~“~exP{- ~}@(l.; +1+J 
for y, t > 0. Here equation (3)) p. 278, and equation ( 1), p. 248, of Erdelyi et al. ( 1953a) 
show that lim,,&fY( t> = 1 and lim,,J4y( t) = 0. Since equation ( 14)) p. 255, of ErdClyi 
et al. ( 1953a) easily yields (8/dt)M”( t) < 0 for y, t> 0, we conclude that MY(t) E (0, 1) 
fory, t>O. 
Now define the family (Py( t; . ) },.,.” of Bore1 measures on [ 0, m) by 
PY(t; E) = 
I 
fY(f;x)dx+ZE(0)[l--MY(t)] fory, t>O 
x=E 
(where 1, indicates E), P”( t; E) = ZE( 0) for t > 0 and P’( 0; E) = Z,(y) for y > 0. Observing 
that, by equation (22), p. 197, of ErdClyi et al. (1954), 
m 
I fP(S;x)fX(t--S;Z)dx=f”(t;Z) forO<s<tandy,z>O, 
0 
it is readily shown that {PY( t; )} satisfies the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations. Using 
that (by Erdelyi et al., 1953b, equations (23) and (24)) p. 79) 
; I,(x) = _v I,(x) + I,+ 1 (x) and 
X 
; Z,(x) =Z,._,(x> - f Z,(x) , 
it is straightforward (but tedious) to verify the backward equation 
iy2-“$f.V(t;x)= &-)‘(t;x) forx,y,t>O. 
Let X” be the Markov process associated with P”( . ; . ) . This process is a diffusion with 
’ generator zy 2- @a2/ay2 which gets absorbed at (0) within time t w.p. 1 -W’(t). In partic- 
ular /3 = 1 means a branching diffusion process. Using Darling and Siegert ( 1953) one can 
compute 
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sup X”(s)>u e-“‘dt= 
O<s<t 
0 
(we omit the details), but it seems impossible to inverse transform 6: to find a useful 
(asymptotic or not) expression for P{ sup, G s G ,Xy( s) > u}. 
Using that I, ,p(x) N (27~) “2 ex (cf. ErdClyi et al., 1953b, equation (5), p. 86), it is easy 
to verify (3.1). Further (3.2), (3.3) and (3.5) follow from Proposition. Since (3.4) holds 
trivially Theorem 1 shows that 
P sup XV(t) >u N 
_ 2(uP/*-yP/*)* 
O<t<h p2/1 
Example 3. Take J= W, b(y) = 0 and u two times differentiable with 
g,(x) -+m as x--,00, sup lo’(x) ( <a and lim g’(x) = v 
xeR X_” 
for some VOW. Also put B(x)=[(~‘(gO_‘(x))]*- v2, Then, by (2.1) and since B is 
bounded, the fact that (3.1) holds will follow if we can prove 
E,=E W.%,(x) +go(y) + J; w(s) 1 ds 
I> 
-to asx+m. 
0 
But putting 4(x) = (27r) -“2 exp{ - ix’} and LJ? = supxeR) B(x) 1 we get 
E, Q SUP I B(a.(x) + go(y) + [SC 1 - s)fl “2z) 14(z) ds dz 
w 0 
f= IOh 
m 
<s d.r+255’ 4(z) dz 
I 
{s~(O,I):sgo(x)<2h”~Z} Z 
+ sup 
r>h”*Z- fgu(v)( 
[B(r)1 forZ>O. 
Taking Z=gO(x) “* (and noting that B(x) + 0 as x + m) it follows that E, + 0. Further the 
fact that (3.3) holds follows from observing that 
Next we study three examples of diffusions with non-zero drift. 
Example 4. Consider a Bessel process with J= (0, co), b(y) = (p - f ) /y with p> 0, 
a(y) = 1 and (cf. e.g., Karlin and Taylor, 1981, p. 238) 
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fy(t; x) = -$& exp {-~}+). 
Here (3.1) follows using that I,(x) - (2nx) - “2e”. Further Proposition shows that (3.4) 
holds while (3.20) holds trivially. Consequently 
P sup XY(t> > l4 - 
O<f<h > 
(4.2) 
Observe that Xy( t) = [XJ;( t)] * becomes the population growth model .?= (0, co), 
b”(y) = 2 /3 and e(y) = 26 with density 
f “(t; x) = 
xw- I)/2 
29 
,,,,,,ev{- ~}b-~(~)~ 
cf. e.g., Karlin and Taylor ( 1981, pp. 182 and 334). Hence (3.1) holds for Xy. Since, by 
Proposition, also (3.4) and (3.20) hold for Xy we conclude that (3.6) holds for XY. (Of 
course, using (4.2), the tail behaviour of Xy also follows directly from that of XY.) 
Example 5. Take J = W, b differentiable with sup, E n 1 b’ (x) 1 < ~0, g two times differentiable 
with sup,,n[ a’(x) 1 <a, and assume that lim,,,g,(x) =CQ and lim,,J?(x) = vfor some 
u~W.Thenitiseasytoseethatlimsup,,,,,x-2B(x) >limsup,,,,,x-*b(x) =O.Hence, 
using (2.1) , the arguments from Example 3 carry over to prove (3.1) . 
Example 6. Consider Brownian motion with drift, so that J= W, b(y) = I_L (for some Al. E W) 
and a(y) = 1. Then Example 5 proves (3.1) while (3.2)-( 3.5) follow from Proposition. 
Therefore we conclude that 
P sup XY( t) > u > J2h - - huexp _ (U-Y- Ph)* O<f<h > 2h ’ 
Note that the Brownian law P(sup, Gs G I W(s) > u} = 2P{ W( t) > u} does not generalize 
even to X”: Defining ps( A; u) as in (4.1) and using Darling and Siegert ( 1953) it can be 
shown that 
&(A; u)= 1+ $ exp{/..4u-y))~Y,(A+~~*; u> . [ 1 
On the other hand we have, by elementary calculations, 
_ 
I 
2P{W(t)+y+ @>u}e-*’ dt=exp{~(u-y)}~~(A+~CL*; U) . 
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5. Local extremes II 
Theorem 2. Let J= W and let b be differentiable and u two times differentiable. Further 
assume that B is absolutely continuous possessing a locally bounded derivative B’ and that 
lim x-“B(x) =0 for some (YE (0, 21 , (5.la) 
x+ m 
lim 1x1 -*B(x) =O, 
x+--m 
(5.lb) 
lim x-‘B’(x) =0 and lim 1x1 -2’UB’(x) =0 . 
x--r= x*-cc 
If in addition (3.2)-( 3.5) hold, then (3.6) holds. 
(5.lc) 
Proof.Clearly,by (5.1),given~>O3u,>g~‘(l) s.t.,foru>uu,, 
AE ua and 1 SUP lB’(z) I GEU, (5.h) 
~tl_ ,o, /B(z)1 G [& *c]u* and SUP sup IB’(z)l<~u*‘“. (5.2b) 
iE I -I401 
Taking u,>u, “,.t. fig,(~)~(u~) ago(y) Vu, and defining 
q=fa and A= wE01 sup IW(w;r))<g,(u)‘l 
TE ro.11 > 
we therefore obtain, for w EA, x 2 0, t < h and u 2 u2, 
I 
II 
I 
B(rg,(u+m) +gdy) +&t(r)) dr- I B(rg,(u) +gdy) +&W(r)) dr 
0 0 
I z=rg”(u+xw) 
< I I IB’(z+go(y)+JtW(r)) I dzdr 
0 z=rg,(u) 
1 
<2Kv(u) 
x (T(U) dz 
I a(u+zw) 
0 
X 
[ 
sup 
O~Z=Sg”(u+rw) ,qo(.V) + hn ({,)‘7 lB’(z)l +-J “(“7 ! hg, u ?<:go lB4 
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<$E 
x u(u) dz I g,(u+m) cr(u+zw) g,(u) +2j?-z+II”” 1 
0 
,<2( 1 Vh)“rr& 
I : ;FE, [1+ &j ;::,l- 
0 
(5.3) 
Given t,, t2 E (0, h] with 1 t, - f2 1 = sq( u) = sg,( u) -‘, we similarly get 
1 I 
I 
We,(u) +tg&) + v% W(r)) dr- 
I 
Nrg,(u) +gO(y) + 6 W(r)) dr 
0 0 
G IL2-J;;lgyW” [ SUP O<z<gdu) +&To(Y) + Ji;gdu)n lB’(z> I 
< 
4( 1 Vh)“O&s 
for WEA and u>u,. 
Clearly, we have, by (5.2), for weA, r<h, rE 
IB(ap(u+xw)+gn(4’)+\/;W(r))l 
lo, l],xBOandu>u,, 
63” 
I 
1620(lVh)h 
<[(20h)-‘r\[42(1Vh)~ll 
1 
g,(u)“+ - 
g,(u)* 
(5.4) 
In particular it follows that, for o E A, s > 0, t < h and u 2 +, 
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I 
44s I IB(rg,(u)+go(y)+JtW(r))( dr<21(1Vh)&s. 
0 
Further it follows that, for t < h and u > u2, 
E{exp[-itj Hqy(u) +go(y) +Jt%9) dr 
I> 
227 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
Now observe the elementary facts that 
P sup IW(r)I >z ~6P{W(1)>42} forz>O, 
O<r<l > 
and that, given an absolutely continuous function v and an r.v. 2, 
m 
I 
v(Z) dP= u(y) P{Z>y> + 
1 
v’(z) P{Zzzl dz 
IZZ,Vl Y 
Using (5.2) and arguing as above we therefore get 
E{exp[-:tj B(rg,(u+m) +go(y) +&b-N dr 
1 > 
Z,c 
0 
x g,(u) I ‘+n’2zexp{~z2g,(~)a}P{W(1) >izg,(~4)“‘~}dz 
1 
for t < h and x 2 0. Thus, by (5.6)) 3u, 2 u2 s.t. 
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E{exp[-ll, i B(rg,(u+m) +gdy) +A W(r)) dr IAc 
0 I> 
xE{exp[-it2] B(rg,(u) t-g&) + v% R(r) 1 dr 
0 I> 
for u> u3, t,, ~,<II andx>O. Using (5.3)-(5.5) this yields 
E{exp[-~(h-qs) j- B(rg,(u+m) +go(y) +Jh-qsW(r)) dr 
.E{exp,-~,:., j 
I} 
B(rg,(u) +tdy) + Jh-qs W(r)) dr 
0 I} 
IA 
x 
X exp -(lvh)‘+““E 
>E{exp[-jh j B(rg,(u) +~o(Y) + h W(r)> dr IA 
0 I} 
X exp 
-i 
x 
-(lvh)‘+““E 
I 
0 
u;zz:) [1+ $2 i ;::)I) 
0 
Xexp{-21(1Vh)~~}exp{-2(1Vh)““~~~} 
>E{exp[-_lh_/ Nr&(u) +g~(y)+fi*(r)) dr 
0 
II- 
-f 
x 
X exp -(lvh)‘+““E 
I 
0 
~ZI:) [1+ &Y$ i ;:~:)I> 
0 
Xexp{-21(1Vh)ES-2(1Vh)“~&J} 
X [l-exP~1~~~~?2c[~ ~(j~~$~} expI-&(u)Y] (5.7) 
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E{exp [ -;(r--qs) j B(rg,(u+m) +gdy) +6&W(r)) dr 
I) 0 
<E{exp[ -;(Pqs) j B(rg,(u) +g&) +GW(r)) dr 
I} 
4 
0 
+&%(r))dr I,, I> 
<E{exp[-jrj N%(u) +g,(y) +\/tW(r)) dr I) 
0 
x 
Xexp (1 Vh)‘+“ar 
-C I 
0 
~zz:) [1+ $2 i ;z:J} 
0 
Xexp(21(1 vh)m+2(1 vh)“+l;~} 
(5.8) 
fort,t-qsE(O,h],x~Oandu~u,. 
Combining (2.1), (5.7) and (5.8) and sending EL 0 it follows that (3.8) and (3.9) hold. 
Further, for S, z> 0 and u large, (2.1) and (5.8) give 
fY(h-qs; u+zw) 
f “(h; u) 
?. 
X l[ 2e(u+x~)++44( 1 Vh)2+“ae- 
0 
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Xexp{21( 1 Vh)m+2( 1 Vh)“+m} [ {-%}I. 1 +exp 
Since E>O is arbitrary (3.10) now follows from (3.5). In view of (5.8) the arguments 
used to prove (3.16) further show that 3u,> u3 s.t. 
f’(f-qqs; x) 
f’(t; x) G2exp { > - $ [l+exp{-&iig,(u)"ll 
Xexp{:!l(lVh)~s+2(1Vh)““fi~s} 
for x > u 2 u4 and t, t - qs E (0, h] . The proof of Theorem 1 now carries over with only 
obvious modifications to prove the theorem. •i 
6. Examples II 
Here we give simple criteria for verifying ( 5.1) . 
Example 7. If J = W with o and b two times continuously differentiable and lim ,x, _ A’ (x) / 
x=0, then B’ is locally bounded and (5.1) holds. In particular (cf. (6.1) below) (5.1) 
holds if o(x) = 1 and lim,,,,,[b”(x) +2b(x)b’(x)]/(x( =0 or if b(x) =0 and 
lim,,, -rm W(X>(T’(X)d’(X)I 1x1 =o. 
Example 8. Take J = W and u and b symmetric and two times continuously differentiable. 
Further assume that 1 b’ 1 E RV,_ , and u’ E RV,_ , for some choice of (Y, /? E (0, 1) and 
that b” and o” are ultimately monotone. Then (5.1) and (3.2)~( 3.5) hold. 
Proof. Since I b’ ( is continuous and ultimately strictly positive, 3 p E { - 1, 1 } s.t. 
pb' ERVa-,. Thus, by Karamata’s Theorem, PbERV, and ~ERV,. Now (3.2)-(3.5) 
follows from Proposition and (3.23). Further 
B’(x) =b”(x) + $@)d(.f)u”(_f) -b’(l)d(X”) -b(l)d’(Z) 
+ b(.f)u’(.C)2 + 2b(R)b’(x”) 2b(_C)2a’(.E) 
Nx”) u(f) - u(f)* ’ 
(6.1) 
where Z=g;‘(x). N ow note the easy facts that (by e.g., Resnick, 1987, p. 23) go’ E 
RV ,,C,_aj and that U, ERV,, and U,ERV, imply U,OU~ERV,.,~, U, U2 ERV,,, 
and UI/U2~RV,_,. Since (by e.g., Resnick, 1987, p. 21) -@“ERVa_2 and 
- U”E RV,_2, we readily see that B’ is a linear combination of seven functions each of 
which is in RV, for some y < 1. Hence (5.1) follows using Example 7 and ( 3.23). 0 
7. Local extremes III 
Here we shall assume that u(x) = 1 and that 
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B(n) =c2x2+2y+o( 1) asx+m for some c, yElLI. 
Note that ( 7.1) implies lim, _ mu -‘b(u)=c^forsomeFE{-c,c}. 
Clearly X’(t) = gO( Xy( r) ) has 6(x) = 1 for smooth o. Assuming that 
lim x-*b’(x) =0 and lim F26’(x) =O, 
x-t- x-m 
(3.2 1) therefore shows that (7.1) is equivalent with requiring 
b(x) =c*x*+2y+o( 1) as x-w. 
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(7.1) 
(7.2) 
Hence there is not much lost when considering only unit (T: Other cases can be transformed 
to this setting when (7.2) holds (and o is smooth). 
Remark. The reason for requiring a(y) = 1 is that for non-unit u (corresponding to non- 
identity g,) the appearance of g,,(y) in (2.1) creates a problem when seeking an analogue 
of (3.1) for OEJ. 
In view of (2.1) , when (7.1) holds and u(y) = 1, we expect to have 
(s(x-y)+y+&/t(s))*ds-yt I> (7.3) 
0 
as x + 00. Now consider the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process XV having I= W, 6(y) = cy and 
6(y) = 1. Comparing (2.1) with the fact mat 
(cf. e.g., Karlin and Taylor, 1981, p. 332), it readily follows that 
E{exp[-jc’lj (s(x-y) +y+&W(s))2ds I> 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 
Inserting in (7.3) our analogue of (3.1) becomes that 3 a constant yE W s.t., given h > 0, 
EE (0, 1) andyEint(J), 32>0 s.t. 
(l-8)fie-Vexp 
\/2rrsinh( lclr) 
b(z) dz - 
c(x2+y2) + cny 
2 tanh( ct) sinh( ct) 
Y 
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b(z) dz- 
c(xZ+yZ) 
2 tanh( ct) 
for every 1~ (0, h] andxE [a, ~0). 
Theorem 3. Let a(x) = 1 for x E J and assume that 
lim u-‘b(u) =c fir-some cEW--(O) 
u+- 
and that (7.6) holds. Then we have, given h > 0 and y E int( J), 
P sup XY(f)>U 
> 
- (1 +e-2rh) P{XY(h) >u} 
O<f<h 
cxy +- 
smh(ct) > 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
Proof. Given E> 0 we have, by (7.6) and easy calculations, 
(1 -E)f’(h-qs; ufzw) 
(1 +e)f-“(h; U) ’ eW”m 
(l+E)f”(h-qs; u+zw) 
( I- e)fY(h; u) 
a dsinh( Icl [h-v]) 
b(uSxw) + CY C udx 
X exp Ld+XW usinh(c[h-qs]) - 1 > tanh(c[h-qs]) u-y 
0 
z 
Xexp x u [ b(u+xw) u+.ZW tanh(c[ch--qs] )] &} 
0 
X exp 
2c[sinh(ch) -sinh(c[h-qs])]uy-csinh(cqs)(u2+y2) 
2sinh(ch) sinh(c[h-qs]) > 
(7.9) 
for z, s>O and u&u, =Z?V (y+ 1). Noting that tanh(t) < 1 for t>O and using (7.7) it 
easily follows that (3.10) holds and that, given 2, s > 0, 
f’(h-qs; u+zw) 2csinh(ch)[cosh(ch) -sinh(ch)]z+c2s 
f “(h; u) 
+ exp - 
2[sinh(ch)12 > 
uniformly for z E [ 0, z^] . For s > 0 this easily yields that, as II --f 00, 
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cc 
P{XY(h-qs) >u}=w 
I 
fY(h-qs; u+zw) dz 
0 
N (e2ch - l)fY(k u) 
(7.10) 
cl4 
Since (7.7) implies that wb( u +zw) + c locally uniformly in z, the fidi’s of 
w - ’ [X”+yw( qt) - u] converge weakly to those of W(t) + ct + y (cf. the proof of Theorem 
1). Defining K=c-‘[e2ch- I] andx,,t,=OandchoosingO<t, < . ..<t.,, (3.13) changes 
to 
p ii 
XY(h-P-q4) -u -c -c >x___ct, I I XY(h-qs) .u ,=I W >I > 
-I -t 
n--l 
P ice {Wtn -6) +z>xil }+{- [5 + $]}dr. 
In 
If Y is a unit mean exponential r.v. independent of Wit follows that 
-cd XY(h-qs-qt,) --u 
,..., X’(h-qs) >u 
W 
-% (W(t,)+KY-(CfK-‘)t,, . . . . W(tn)+KY-(C+K-‘)t,l). 
Now choose u2 > ur sufficiently large to ensure that 
cy[sinh(ch) -sinh(c[h-qs])] =2cysinh($qs) cosh(c[h-iqs]) 
<+sinh(cqs)Jm for u>u2. 
Since sinh(x) 3x for x> 0 it is then readily seen that (7.9) yields 
f’(t-qs; x) 
S’(t; x) 
-c2s 
(l-E)\/sinh( lcl[t-qs]) exp 4sinh( Iclt) sinh( ]c] [t-qs]) > 
for x> u > u2, t Q h and t - qs > 0. Arguing as for (3.16) it follows that 3 constants u3 > u2 
andAE(l,m) s.t. 
fY(t-qs; x) ~ A( 1 +c)eiyih exp c2s _ 
f "(c x> (1-c) 4[sinh(ct)12 > 
for x > u B u2. t Q h and t- qs > 0. Now the proof of Theorem 1 
obvious modifications to show that 
carries over with only 
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(7.11a) 
P sup X-y(t) > u 
> 
- (1 +eezch) H(c) P(X"(h) >u} as ~‘00. (7.11b) 
O<f<h 
Since (7.10) proves the second N in (7.8) it remains to show that H(c) = 1. To that end 
we note that 2’ of (7.4) is zero-mean Gaussian with 
E{X”(s)go(t)}= (2~)~’ ec(s+r)[l-e-2c(sAr)] . 
Now easy calculations show that w(t) = d= i”( - ( 1 / (2~) ) In [ 1 - 2ct] ) , 0 G t < 
(4 1 c I) - ‘, is Brownian motion. Applying (7.11) to fi” we get 
P 
{ 
sup IZO(t> >u 
0Ct<-(2c)-11n[l--sign(c)/2] > 
* p(d~+ 
d& 1 
(7.12) Xexp{- [2-sign(c)] ]c]u*} 
as u + a. On the other hand the probability (7.12) equals 
P{@(t) >uJI_2ct for some tE [0, (4]c])-‘I}. 
Here a straightforward application of Cuzick ( 198 1, p. 498) shows that the latter probability 
is asymptotically equal to the right-hand side of (7.12) with the term H(c) omitted. Hence 
we must have H(c) = 1. 0 
8. Examples III 
We study two versions of the same problem: 
Example 9. Consider a radial Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with J= (0, a~), CT(Y) = 1 and 
b(y) = v/y-y. Then (7.7) holds with c= - 1 and 
f’(t; x) = 
h “f l/2e( Y- 1/2)f 
(1_e-2’)yv-11/2eXP - 
{ 
“2;J;:?2} z,- 1/* ($5 
(cf., e.g., Karlin and Taylor, 1981, p. 334). Now an easy calculation shows that (7.6) holds 
with y= - v- 1, and thus Theorem 3 gives 
P sup XY(t)>u > 
e(“+‘/*)hsih(2h)u v-1 (u-ephy)* 
- 
O,cr<h 
1 _e--2h 
> 
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Example 9’. To see how to deal with non-unit C, 
J = (0, x), a(y) = 2& and b(y) = 277 - 2y. Then I?y( t) = 
opulation growth model 
is the diffusion of Exam- 
ple 9 with V= v-- f, and thus 
P sup X’,(t) >u > eVh sinh(2h)u7’2-3’4 (&-e-h&)2 - 041Sh &FZ&)y”‘2-“4 > l-e-2h . 
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